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Executive Summary
Most modern software applications have rich graphical user interfaces (GUIs). In the desktop environment, these visual interfaces give many users effective access to computing resources (Section 1.1). However, when a user’s visual channel is impaired (Section 1.2.1) or
preoccupied (Section 1.2.2), graphical user interfaces can become difficult or impossible to
use. In these situations, audio displays (Section 1.2.3) might serve as effective alternatives
to their graphical counterparts for common, text-centric computing tasks (Section 1.2.4).
Current methods of producing audio user interfaces can be classified along two dimensions (Section 2). The first measures the level of support an application offers for audio
display, and ranges from innate provision (dedication) to reliance on external software (adaptation) for handling audio output. The second determines how information is presented in
audio, and ranges from raw sonification (lexical) to model-based conversation (semantic).
Most existing audio displays fall into the semantic dedication and lexical adaptation quadrants of this design space.
Dedicated, model-based audio displays usually provide the best access to computer
applications because they support user interaction at the task level. However, developers
rarely build dedicated audio displays because their software will be used primarily by people
with vision in the desktop environment (Section 3.1). Users must instead rely on software
like screen readers to gain non-visual access to these applications. Unfortunately, screen
readers operate at or near a lexical level, sonifying widgets and mimicking metaphors used
on the screen. The audio displays they produce are often difficult and frustrating to use
because they are far removed from the user’s task (Section 3.2). Finding a better way of
creating audio displays by adaptation is a driving problem in human-computer interaction
(Section 3.3).
The method of semantic adaptation may yield a solution to this problem (Section 4).
First, instead of translating GUI widgets directly to audio, we might identify medium
independent interaction patterns as targets for adaptation (Section 4.1). We could next
implement an audio dialog per pattern, taking into account the characteristics of the audio
medium and human audition in the design of each (Section 4.2). Clique, our semantic
adaptation system, could then support multitasking among these audio dialogs using a
familiar metaphor of group conversation (Section 4.3). Finally, third-party developers could
write pattern descriptions linking our audio dialogs to components of existing GUIs (Section
4.4). These descriptions would enable Clique to produce conversational audio displays that
hide the details of working with a GUI application in audio (Section 4.5).
Exploring the benefits and limitations of semantic adaptation is the focus of my dissertation. I intend to carry out this work by identifying interaction patterns in four diverse
applications (Section 5.1), designing appropriate audio dialogs to represent these patterns
(Sections 5.2 and 5.3), creating pattern descriptions of the main features in the four programs (Section 5.4), and developing an adaptation system, Clique, to generate audio displays for the target applications (Section 5.5). To validate my thesis, I plan to evaluate
the ability of Clique versus JAWS to support desktop computing by users with visual impairments and the ability of Clique versus GUI interfaces to support computing by sighted
users engaged in an eyes-busy task (Section 5.6).
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Thesis
We can give users with visual impairments better access to a desktop application by
capturing its interaction patterns in an audio display than by directly sonifying its
visual widgets. Furthermore, the resulting audio display can give sighted users engaged
in visually demanding tasks better access to the same application than its original visual
interface.

1

Background

1.1

Silent interfaces

Before movies became talkies, all the action and dialog that advanced the plot and themes
of a film appeared on the screen. Viewers watched the interactions among actors and read
occasional snippets of text in order to follow the storyline and find meaning in the film.
Not a single word was spoken nor a single sound emitted from any person or activity. The
only sounds produced during a movie took the form of a live musical score, a device for
setting the mood of a scene or portraying the disposition of a character. If the pianist or pitband at a particular theater decided to go on strike, an audience could still understand the
significance of a silent production without hearing a single note. On the other hand, if the
projector were to break, the audience would be hard-pressed to reconstruct the intentions
of the screenwriter by solely listening to the musical accompaniment.
Nearly one-hundred years after the screening of the first silent film, we find a similar
emphasis on visuals in modern human-computer interfaces [Ram97]. Most of the information presented by a computer is rendered as text or images on a screen. Audio once again
fills a secondary role, one that typically reinforces the feedback given by the visuals. If a
user turns off the speakers attached to her computer, she may still work effectively with
most applications. To the contrary, if the average user switches off the screen, the computer
becomes completely unusable.

1.2

Why use audio?

There is nothing necessarily wrong with placing an emphasis on visual presentation and
relegating audio to a supporting role. Just as silent films were able to portray meaning
without sound, graphical user interfaces (GUIs) have proven an effective means of humancomputer interaction without strong support from audio. As long as users can view and
understand the information presented on a visual display, there is no compelling reason to
explore an aural model of human-computer interaction.
So, why worry about audio? The simple answer to this question is that the number of
situations in which GUIs are not convenient or accessible is growing large enough to warrant
research into alternatives. To answer the question more completely, we must consider two
reasons why audio displays, or audio user interfaces (AUIs), might flourish in the near
future.
1.2.1

Visual impairments

When user interfaces were largely text-based, software agents called screen readers could
easily translate text on a computer screen into spoken audio. People with visual impairments
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had the same level of access to computers as their sighted peers. Quite possibly, for the
first time in history, both groups had equal opportunity for professional and educational
advancement.
The advent of graphical user interfaces like MacOS, MS Windows, and other WIMP
(Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) variants destroyed this equality. Presenting what is on
the screen in audio is now a much more difficult task as modern user interfaces are primarily
composed of bitmapped graphics and text. There is no longer a clear mapping between what
an application draws on the screen and what a screen reader should say about it in audio.
To this day, no solution exists that provides seamless, non-visual access to modern desktop
software.
This fact is troubling considering that the population of blind and visually impaired
users is large and growing steadily. Researching ways of designing effective audio displays
is warranted in light of the following statistics:1
 An estimated 8.1 million have a functional limitation in seeing (i.e. a visual impairment) that makes it difficult or impossible for them to see words and letters in ordinary
print, even with eyeglasses. [AFB00]
 An additional 1.3 million people are considered legally blind (i.e. 20/200 vision or
worse in the better eye or a visual field of less than 20°). [AFB00]
 Roughly 1.5 million visually limited and legally blind people are computer users.
[AFB00]
 Approximately 46% of working-age adults (ages 18-69) who are visually impaired but
not legally blind are employed. Approximately 32% of working-age adults who are
legally blind are employed. [AFB00] In comparison, the U.S. employment rate for all
workers ages 16 and older is 63%. [USD94]
 At present, 5 million people who have a visual impairment are 65 years of age or
older. [AFB00] Most developed the impairment late in life. As computer savvy Baby
Boomers reach this age group, many will begin having trouble seeing the computer
screen. Many, if not all, of these people will desire some way of continuing to work
with computers in spite of their degrading vision.

1.2.2

Pervasive computing

While people with visual impairments certainly face the majority of accessibility problems
associated with visual displays, many sighted users are beginning to experience the same
troubles. The idea of pervasive computing is bringing computers into new situations, many
of which are not amenable to visual interfaces. For instance, John cannot drive down the
highway while browsing the latest stock reports on the screen of his Web-enabled cell phone.
Jane cannot walk down a busy street while reading email on the screen of her wireless PDA.
Joe cannot sit outside under the bright sun for lunch and read a document on his dim laptop
screen. These users’ tasks and environments render visual displays ineffective.
Nevertheless, people still want to use computers in these, and other, vision-limiting
situations. Audio user interfaces might provide the access they desire. For instance, the
following statistics show that audio displays for portable computers might be a boon to
commuters:
1

All parameters are for the U.S. only in 1994-1995.
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 About 101.5 million people (79.1% of all workers age 16 and older) in the U.S. journey
to work by some self-operated means (automobile, motorcycle, bicycle, or walking)
[Res04].
 The average commuter travel time is 25.5 minutes to or from the workplace. For
roughly 50 million people, the trip took longer than the national average [Res04].
 Roughly 73% of work emailers spend an hour or less per day on their email. Out of
all workers, 82% respond to email as soon as it comes in or by the end of the day
[Fal02]. The amount of time people spend on email alone fits nicely into the average
“down-time” they experience commuting to and from work.

To summarize, audio user interfaces might find dual-use as enabling technologies for a
variety of users, both inside and outside the desktop environment.
1.2.3

Output, not input

For the two potential applications discussed above, visual output from a computer, not
user input, is the factor limiting access. For instance, a person walking down the street
can conceivably use a one-handed keyboard, a simple keypad, or even voice recognition to
provide input to a computer. To the contrary, the same person cannot look at a visual
display while keeping a lookout for obstacles on the sidewalk. Likewise, a person with a
visual impairment can use many of the same input devices as her sighted peers, but certainly
cannot use a computer screen.
Interestingly enough, many developers choose to focus their efforts on improving methods of user input rather than computer output in eyes-free environments. For example,
such a great effort has been invested in the development of speech recognition that many
people assume that an audio user interface necessarily involves spoken user input. While
having a flawless speech recognition system would certainly be a boon to human-computer
interaction, it still would not solve all the accessibility problems of visual user interfaces.
For this reason, this proposal focuses on the output side of audio user interfaces rather than
the input.
1.2.4

Text-centric applications

Audio user interfaces cannot provide access to all kinds of applications. Graphical content
like images, video clips, and visualizations rely on the unique properties of the human visual
channel to portray their information. A person driving a car simply cannot expect to hear
and understand a rendering of a 3D volume dataset in audio.
Fortunately, most common computing applications are text-centric, or primarily concerned with language. Even though most modern programs sport visual interfaces, their
content is natively text (e.g. text on web page, text in emails, text in word processor documents) and their graphical components contain semantic text markup (e.g. text labels on
buttons, text items in lists, text describing icons and images). Presenting these applications
in audio is a much more reasonable task. Therefore, for the purposes of this proposal, only
text-centric applications are considered as possible candidates for use in audio.
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2

Designing Audio Displays

While audio user interfaces are not as ubiquitous as GUIs, systems with audio displays
certainly do exist. These systems can be classified along two dimensions. The first dimension
states the approach a developer takes to support audio display in his program. Its values
are bounded by the following two extremes:
Dedication – A developer builds an audio user interface into his program at design time.
Adaptation – A developer relies on an external software agent to retrofit his application
with an audio user interface at runtime.
The second dimension states how information is presented in an audio display. Its values
are bounded by another two extremes:
Lexical – Raw input is mapped directly to audio output.
Semantic – Meaning is extracted from raw input and mapped to audio output.
These two dimensions intersect to form a four-quadrant design space for audio displays
(Figure 1) with most existing systems falling into the semantic dedication and lexical adaptation quadrants. The following sections review the related work in each of these four
areas.
Adaptation

Screen reading

???

Semantic

Lexical

Model-driven
dialog

Auralization

Dedication

Figure 1: The design space for audio displays

2.1

Model-driven dialog

The semantic dedication approach to building audio displays generally enables effective
human-computer interaction. In this paradigm, an audio display is considered an integral
part of an application from its conception to its implementation. As a result, the interaction by the AUI is often structured as a semantically rich, high level dialog driven by the
7

application model. For instance, an audio display of this design would read Table 1 as a
calendar with days and dates (Monday the first, Tuesday the second) and allow a user to
browse by concepts like days and weeks.
Dedicated, semantic audio displays are most commonly found in the commercial world
as front-ends for telephony applications. Developers like Avaya, Nortel, 3Com, and Cisco all
sell systems that provide services like call routing, retail ordering, voice mail, and even Web
browsing over the phone. Interaction with these systems usually follows a highly structured,
system driven dialog. The system presents a spoken prompt and the user responds with
touch tone button presses or simple voice commands.
In the research literature, there are a number of applications that feature dedicated,
semantic audio user interfaces. Most of these are aimed providing audio access to a particular service. For instance, a number designs for audio Web browsers have been proposed
in recent years [?, RPAP00, GM99, AI98]. The user interfaces of many of these research
systems are highly specialized to their respective application domains, however, and do not
generalize easily across others.
In contrast, the SpeechActs system [Yan94, YLM95, MCA+ 96] is designed to provide a
unified audio user interface to a number of applications (e.g. email client, address book, and
day planner) over the phone. Users interact with SpeechActs using simple voice commands,
both to respond to speech and non-speech system prompts and to take conversational
initiative and direct interaction to new topics. In addition, SpeechActs supports user references to content across applications by using a stack-based history of contexts, content,
and commands. As a result of these features, SpeechActs provides a fluid, conversational
multitasking environment that is quite unlike the more rigid commercial telephone systems.
S
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M
1
8
15
22
29

T
2
9
16
23
30

W
3
10
17
24
31

T
4
11
18
25

F
5
12
19
26

S
6
13
20
27

Table 1: A calendar formatted for visual display

2.2

Screen reading

Opposite semantic dedication in the design space is the lexical adaptation method. In this
approach, an audio display is not designed into an application by a developer, but rather
generated by another program at runtime. Since the program doing the generation rarely
has access to the internals of the target application, it often defaults to sonifying whatever
information the target publicly exposes. For modern, desktop applications, this method
amounts to reading everything the target draws on the screen. Such a screen reader would,
for instance, read Table 1 as a long string of letters and numbers, leaving the interpretation
of the data as a calender to the user [Ram97].
Commercial screen readers exist to give users with visual impairments access to common
software applications. The JAWS screen reader is the most popular of these systems,
and is largely representative of other products like WindowEyes, Spoken, Narrator, and
Gnopernicus. JAWS operates by reading the types, labels, and values of graphical widgets
8

using a text-to-speech synthesizer. A user navigates within and among applications by
issuing keystroke combinations that control special cursors. These cursors can be set to
point to locations on the graphical display by moving them like a mouse cursor or jumping
them to certain controls. The user can ask JAWS to speak information about the component
under a cursor or command JAWS to perform an action on that component. This design
maintains the spatial relationships of objects drawn on the screen when they are presented
in audio.
Unlike other screen readers, JAWS also supports end-user scripts that add features to
the audio displays it produces. A JAWS script can, for instance, enable hotkeys that move
the JAWS cursor to particular components or make JAWS report more descriptive names
for poorly named widgets. The scripts are written in a procedural language, and take
advantage of a large, low-level API for controlling and inspecting other applications and
the JAWS screen reader itself.
Besides commercial implementations, there have been a few research projects investigating alternative designs for screen readers. The Mercator system for XWindows is the
most prominent of these [EMS94, MW94, Myn97]. Mercator uses environmental sounds,
audio icons, to represent the graphical widgets drawn on the screen. A user navigates these
widgets by traversing their parent-child and sibling relationships using small number of key
commands. Once a widget is selected, the user can ask for its spoken name or value, or
begin more complex interaction with it (e.g. text editing). This design hides the spatial
relationships of objects in favor of presenting the often simpler hierarchical model of a user
interface in audio.

2.3

Auralization

The lexical dedication method appears counterproductive at first. Why build an audio
display that operates at such a low level when it has direct access to the internals of an
application? When a developer is building a dedicated audio display into his application, he
certainly would like it to convey semantic information to the user. But when his application
deals with complex data (e.g. 3D scalar field dataset), he may not be able to find a simple,
direct way to express the meaning of the information in audio. The developer of such an
application must resort to sonifying raw data for interpretation by the user. This method
might be considered the audio counterpart of visualization, or auralization.
Since this proposal focuses on audio displays for text-centric applications, not visualization systems, a discussion of the systems in this area is left for another document.

2.4

Unexplored territory

The final portion of the design space, semantic adaptation, is mostly unexplored. Again,
in this adaptation approach, an audio display is not built into an application, but rather
generated by another system at runtime. Unlike lexical adaptation, however, the system
does not just translate all the information the target application makes public. That is,
the system does not simply read everything a GUI program puts on the screen. Instead, it
uses some model to assign meaning to what the target application is doing. Depending on
the quality of the model used, the resulting audio displays can approximate the task-level
interaction provided by applications with dedicated audio displays.
Only one known system, Emacspeak [Ram96b, Ram96a, Ram97], can be classified in
this category. Emacspeak adds an audio subsystem to the Emacs text editing environment.
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Integrating this capability directly into Emacs gives Emacspeak a wealth of context-specific
information about the applications running in the environment. As a result, Emacspeak
can produce conversational dialogs about application content, events, and feedback with
little support from the applications themselves. Still, few people currently use Emacspeak
because it requires a working knowledge of Emacs and Unix and only works with applications
specifically targeted at Emacs environment.

3

A Driving Problem

As shown earlier, there appear to be at least a few practical uses for audio displays. There
is also evidence that research and development of audio user interfaces has been occurring
for some time. With these facts in mind, it seems reasonable to ask two questions:
1. If the semantic dedication approach produces the most usable audio displays, why is
there still a need for adaptation?
2. Why do people with visual impairments have trouble using audio displays produced
by lexical adaptation? Why do sighted users avoid them altogether?

3.1

Dedication lacking

If software developers had infinite resources to dedicate to product development, we might
expect their programs to support audio interaction in addition to visual interaction. But
developers are, and always will be, constrained in their work by time, money, and knowledge.
They must choose how to allocate their efforts so as to produce the best possible product
for the largest population of users. In most circumstances, the sensible decision is to build
applications with GUIs. The fact that most human-computer interaction occurs at a desk,
with a keyboard and mouse, between a user with vision and a computer with a display lends
great merit to this decision. The existence of numerous GUI toolkits and a large body of
literature about GUIs adds further. As a result, developers choose to build dedicated AUIs
only when GUIs cannot reasonably support interaction between their application and most
users.
The lack of developer effort to make dedicated audio displays gives rise to the need for
adaptation. Programs like screen readers exist because blind and visually impaired users
would be otherwise barred from using computers altogether. To help these users, screen
reader developers strike a deal with GUI programmers: “If you follow some accessibility
guidelines when you build your GUIs, our software will do the work of translating them into
audio for you.” The terms of this deal are simple. Application developers are charged with
giving graphical widgets meaningful labels, ensuring windows and dialogs follow a consistent layout, creating informative feedback messages, and so on—tasks they are continually
performing anyway to improve the usability of their GUIs [Shn92, Nie93]. In return, the
screen reader enables audio access to their applications without additional development
effort.

3.2

Screen reading troubles

The trouble with lexical adaptation is that there is no clear one-to-one mapping between
how something is presented on the screen and how it should be presented in audio. In fact,
simply reading the screen yields audio user interfaces that are difficult to use. Studies done
10

by Edwards [Edw88, Edw91] over a decade ago and Barnicle [Bar00] more recently both
give evidence that users have difficulty working with audio displays generated by simple
lexical adaptation. While Edwards studied user interaction with an early version of the
Outspoken screen reader for the Macintosh and Barnicle investigated a recent version of
JAWS for Windows, both researchers report on similar usability problems. The following
statements summarize their observations.
1. Users experience difficulty conceptualizing an audio interface in terms of the organization of the original graphical interface.
2. Users have trouble understanding the relationships among visual objects when they
are presented in audio.
3. Users find it hard to distinguish the content presented by an application (e.g. text in
documents, text on web pages, items in lists) from pieces of its interface (e.g. labels
on buttons, labels on menus, labels on icons).
4. Users are not aware of the information represented by the visual characteristics of
controls and content in audio.
5. Users do not understand the components and metaphors of graphical interaction when
they are used in audio.
6. Users have difficulty determining and understanding their working context.
7. Users must often employ linear scans through long lists to locate a desired piece of
information or function.
8. Users are unaware of events that change on-screen content or their working context.
Some of these problems can be fixed by improving how much information screen readers
can detect on the screen (e.g. items 4 and 8). Others, however, are problems inherent in
the design of audio interfaces that mimic the spatial model of GUIs (i.e. points 1 and 2).
Thus, while screen readers do afford a certain level of access to blind users, their usability is
ultimately limited by their design. Edwards commented on this limitation in his discussion
of the Outspoken screen reader.
...in the long term its major contribution is likely to be in pointing out to the
designers of (visual) interfaces how not to do it. In other words, if designers were
more aware of the need to be able to present information in other, non-visual
channels, they might make the interface less visually-oriented in the first place.
[Edw92]
Overcoming these innate problems was the motivation for Mynatt’s research on Mercator
and its methods of presenting a hierarchical model of visual interfaces in audio. While
Mercator’s design solves some of these problems, others (point 5 in particular) remain.
Mynatt herself admits,
Although this work [on Mercator] demonstrated creating a generic model of
graphical interfaces, the models were expressed in terms of typical GUI constructs such as push buttons and windows. Modeling the graphical interface at
11

this level helped support collaboration with sighted users since they also conceptualized the GUI at this level. A more general goal is creating an abstract model
of the graphical interface that is not expressed in terms of these constructs, but
is expressed in terms of its affordances. For example, what is the difference
between selecting an item from a menu and selecting an item from a list? Abstract representations might be utilized for interface transformations as well as
supporting reverse engineering of graphical interfaces. [Myn97] (emphasis mine)

3.3

A topic for research

While there is a need for adaptation systems, current methods of transforming GUI applications to audio fall short of desirable. Users with visual impairments often report dissatisfaction with the audio interfaces produced by screen readers and the level of access they afford
to the underlying applications. Users with vision avoid screen readers entirely because they
are too cumbersome and complex to use, even though they could enable interaction with
familiar desktop applications in new environments. Improving the user experience of working with adapted audio interfaces is a worthwhile endeavor, both to promote accessibility
and ubiquitous computing.
One approach to achieving this goal is to rethink the manner in which applications with
visual interfaces are adapted for use in audio. The simple, straightforward approach of
literally “reading the screen” does not work as well as we might hope. A viable alternative
might be to heed the advice at the end of Mynatt’s dissertation on Mercator: drop the idea
of sonifying an application in terms of its visual interface in favor of presenting it in terms
of the medium independent interactions it supports instead.

4

Semantic Adaptation

Ideally, any user interface should provide the thinest possible layer between a user and her
task. While screen readers do provide a thin audio layer between the user and the visual
display, using a thin layer here actually serves to increase the separation between user and
task. Not only must a user think about her primary task, she must also consider how that
task is represented on a screen she can cannot see. The requirement that users think about
one transform from task to graphics and then another from graphics to audio is likely the
source of many usability problems.
A better approach might be to provide a thicker audio layer, one that completely hides
the graphical user interface that screen readers readily expose. Instead of generating audio
displays that enable interaction with GUIs, a system might produce audio displays that
assist a user in completing application tasks by driving the underlying GUIs for her. Such a
system could approximate the high-level, conversational interaction supported by dedicated
audio applications without involving the original application developer in the process. The
benefit to users might be more natural audio displays.
This largely unexplored approach, semantic adaptation, is the focus of my dissertation.
The following sections begin to answer the questions below concerning the creation audio
displays using this method.
1. What aspects of an application should be considered for adaptation to audio?
2. How should these aspects be represented in an audio display?
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3. What metaphor should coordinate interaction with the audio display?
4. What process provides the connection between the audio display and an existing
application?
5. How does a system produce and maintain the audio display at runtime?

4.1

Interaction patterns

Section 3.2 established that treating GUI widgets and their relationships as input to the
adaptation process results in usability problems. We must, therefore, first identify another
aspect of applications that may serve as an alternative input.
According to the theory of situated acts [NPQ98], GUI widgets are merely a convenient
way of visually indicating the the acts a user may perform or the the acts a system has
performed. For instance, a scroll bar serves as a way for a user to choose a portion of a large
document to display. Triggering the scroll bar causes the document to move so that some
new segment is exposed and another visible segment is hidden. On the screen, the scroll bar
widget and the movement feedback both support the interaction of navigating through a
document. But, outside the visual medium, these representations are meaningless. Moving
a slider on a bar to show and hide lines of text makes no sense in audio where there is no
concept of limited display space. Only the interaction the scroll bar and the moving text
represent, navigation through a text document, carries its meaning across modalities.
As the example above suggests, interaction patterns, not the graphical widgets supporting them, are a more appropriate place to start when adapting an application to audio.
First, interaction patterns are both application and medium independent. Interactions like
navigating a document, filling out a form, and browsing information with linked views
(Figure 2) are found in many programs and are not bound to a single visual representation.
Second, interaction patterns come closer to modeling user tasks than do individual
widgets. Supporting the task of writing a new email with the conceptual interaction of
filling out a form is clearer than supporting it with text entry in four disjoint text boxes
and a pressing a button on a toolbar to send it.
Third, interaction patterns have recently garnered attention in the HCI community.
The idea of design by patterns originated in the field of architecture [Ale79], but only
recently gained popularity when it was applied to object-oriented software development
[GHJV95]. Now, researchers are developing collections of patterns, pattern languages, to
catalog common solutions to problems in interaction design [vWvdV03]. We can use the
patterns in these languages to classify interaction patterns in existing applications as targets
for adaptation to audio.

4.2

Audio dialogs

Once we have identified an interaction pattern, we need to construct an audio representation
for it, an audio dialog. Each of our dialogs should account for both the kind of interaction
it represents and the way it will be perceived by a listener. Whereas the audio widgets
produced by screen readers all have the same basic structure (i.e. say widget type, say
widget name, say widget value), our audio dialogs should be tuned to the tasks they are
meant to support.
As an example, consider two of the interaction patterns shown in Figure 2, form fill
and linked browsing. In a form filling task, the computer should take the initiative in the
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Figure 2: Two examples of interaction patterns (boxed in red). Top: The linked browsing
pattern implemented in Windows Explorer and Mozilla Thunderbird. Bottom: The form
fill pattern implemented in SmartFTP and Outlook Express.
interaction, prompting the user to enter values for each of the required fields. A synthesized
voice reporting field name and value, an audio icon indicating the type of value expected in
each field, and an input method supporting linear navigation through the fields are probably
all that is needed to assist the user in this task.
In contrast, a linked browsing task is much more exploratory and so the user, not the
computer, should have the initiative in the interaction. The audio display must allow the
user to browse freely within and among a number of views of data. For instance, when a
user selects a mail folder in a typical GUI email client, a separate pane containing a list
of messages is updated automatically to show the content of the selected folder. An audio
implementation of this interaction pattern should also inform the user about changes across
these linked views. In the email example, the audio dialog might speak the name of the
selected mail folder in one voice, play a sound to indicate the linked views have changed, and
simultaneously whisper the number of mail items in the selected folder in another, distinct
voice.
The email example demonstrates that there is great potential in using simultaneous
voice and sound presentation to support complex interaction patterns. Instead of using a
single, long, linear stream of speech, an audio dialog could take advantage of the cocktail
party effect [Aro92] to give information about the currently selected object (mail folder) and
a preview of nearby objects (items in that folder), using two, shorter, simultaneous speech
streams separated by voice and perceived spatial position. The user can choose to which
stream she wishes to attend while listening to key words or phrases in the other stream.
However, to effectively use multiple voices, non-speech sounds, spatial positioning, and
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simultaneity in an audio display, we must have an understanding of how a user will perceive
each component. Will two voices speaking simultaneously blend into one stream of jibberish? What if one is male and the other is female? What if their start times are offset by
a small amount? What if they are separated using spatial sound? The theory of auditory
scene analysis answers these questions [Bre90a]. More specifically, auditory scene analysis
provides a model of how the primitive psychological process of human audition segregates
or integrates audio reaching the ears into streams across both time and frequency. We must
apply the principles of this theory to the design of our audio dialogs on a case-by-case basis.

4.3

Group conversation

Audio dialogs alone do not form a coherent audio user interface. We also need a way
to coordinate user multitasking among a number of dialogs spread across a number of
programs. A metaphor for task management that is familiar to the user and appropriate to
audio is desired.
A metaphor of human conversation seems appropriate for three reasons. First, most
humans develop conversation skills for human-human interaction early in life and continue
to practice and refine them daily. This source knowledge and experience can help people
learn and use conversational audio displays [CMK97]. Second, conversation is an extensible
metaphor. Little training is likely required for a user to accept a new synthesized voice
as an additional conversation partner or non-speech sounds as requests for attention from
a virtual persona. Third, conversation is a good representation of the interaction that
occurs between a human and a computer. Some researchers argue that direct manipulation
graphical interfaces and conversational interfaces are actually one and the same [Bre90b].
One possible design for a conversational audio display might feature groups of virtual
assistants engaged in a conversation with the user (Figure 3 on the next page). In this
paradigm, one group might be responsible for managing the current user task, another for
inactive user tasks in the active program, and a third for inactive user tasks in inactive
programs. In turn, the assistants within each group would act according to the designs of
our audio dialogs. For example, when new email arrives in the user’s email client, the audio
dialog for the user’s inbox might attempt to report the change in the number of list items.
Which assistant reports the event would be determined by whether the user is currently
browsing the inbox, is in the email program but engaged in some other task, or is in another
program entirely.
The groups of assistants would be separated in a virtual sound space to help the user
distinguish information pertaining to her current task versus other tasks. Each assistant
would have a voice unique across all groups to help the user determine the type of information presented. For instance, when the user is browsing her email folders and messages,
she might hear a primary male voice reading the folder names and a quieter, secondary
female voice giving a preview of the number of items in the selected folder. Assigning voices
to information type, not to entire programs, bounds the number of voices required, and,
according to a preliminary evaluation, is an easier mapping for users to understand (see
Section 5.3).
Rules of conversation [BDD98, Gri75] might also be put in place to control what, when,
and how each assistant produces output. If, for instance, an event originates outside the
active program while the user is idle, the assistant reporting the event should speak up
immediately. However, if the user is engaged in a dialog with another assistant, the assistant
reporting the event should play a non-speech sound to notify the user of the event and then
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Figure 3: An audio display based on group conversation. The user (black silhouette) faces
the group of assistants (top) responsible for interaction with the current program. The
other groups (left and right) inform the user about asynchronous events in the active and
inactive programs respectively.
wait to see if the user wants more information. Rules like this one should help prevent
multiple audio streams from fusing into jibberish, or worse, incorrect feedback.

4.4

Pattern descriptions

Audio dialogs are implementations of interaction patterns found in applications. But like
visual widgets, audio dialogs do nothing on their own. It is an application that brings the
widgets and dialogs to life by using them as a means to communicate with a user. If we
were developing a dedicated audio application from scratch, we could create and drive our
dialogs from within our software. However, in the adaptation approach, we are limited to
connecting our dialogs to an existing user interface, and thus indirectly to the underlying
application model. We need a process that generates these connections.
To enable this process, we must find a way of inspecting, controlling, and referring
to components in the original user interface of an application. User interface automation
libraries on most modern windowing platforms provide these services. For instance, in Microsoft Windows, the Microsoft Active Accessibility (MSAA) library allows an application
to programmatically explore the GUI of any running application in the form of a document
object model (DOM) tree (Figure 4 on the following page). The nodes in the tree provide
information about the name, type, value, state, etc. of the widgets in the GUI and the
edges expose the parent-child relationships among the widgets. To account for the dynamic
nature of typical GUIs, functions are provided to watch for change of state events like object
creation, object destruction, object name and value updates, etc. Most node objects also
have methods that perform actions like selecting or triggering the widgets they represent.
Referring to a particular node in the tree can be accomplished using XPath [W3C99] notation based at the root of the DOM for a given application window (Table 2 on the next
page).
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Figure 4: Windows Explorer GUI (left) and its DOM representation (right). The tree and
list components forming the linked browsing pattern are boxed in red. Many nodes in the
DOM tree are hidden to save space in the figure.
Property
XPath
Name
Value
Role
State
Details
Methods

Value
/client[3]/window[4]/client[3]/window[0]/list[3]/list item[3]
Dissertation
None
List item
Not selected
File Folder, Date Modified: 10/29/2004 7:57 PM,
Date Created: 10/12/2004 10:03 AM
Select, trigger

Table 2: Information provided by MSAA about one of the list items shown in Figure 4.
Given this tool, we need a way of specifying which widgets in a DOM form an interaction
pattern that should be linked to one of our audio dialogs. Ideally, we would like an automated system to dig through a DOM and identify all the widgets of interest. However, there
are two problems with this approach. First, there is no strict mapping between patterns of
interaction and widgets used to implement them. For instance, the linked browsing pattern
might be formed by a tree, a list, and a text box; a tree and a list; three lists; three tables;
etc. In other situations, these widgets might not form the linked browsing pattern at all,
and may instead each support separate interaction patterns. Second, spatial and functional
locality are not captured by the DOM representation of a user interface. Two widgets that
work together and appear next to one another on the screen might be separated by a number of levels and branches in the DOM. Because of these problems, automatically linking
audio dialogs to GUI widgets is difficult.
Involving a human in the process of connecting audio dialogs to user interface components might mitigate these problems. A third-party developer could build pattern descriptions comprising audio dialogs for the interaction patterns present in a given program,
connections relating the dialogs to components in the user interface of the program, and
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macros driving the user interface to proper states. If our audio dialogs are implemented as
classes in an object oriented paradigm, writing pattern descriptions could be carried out by
creating a new module, deriving classes from our existing audio dialogs, initializing those
classes with references to components in a GUI application, and filling in some methods to
check pre- and post-conditions.
For example, suppose a developer wishes to create a pattern description for the Outlook
Express (OE) email client. For the sake of brevity, assume he is only interested in the task
of writing new mail. He first identifies the interaction patterns associated with composing
mail in OE (filling out a form having four text entry fields). He derives a new class from the
FormFill audio dialog class, and writes some code initializing the fields instance variable
with four TextEntry audio dialog objects. He provides each TextEntry object with an XPath
reference to one of the four textbox widgets in the OE new mail window (to, cc, subject,
message body). Finally, he creates some macros describing, among other things, how the
new mail window is created (activating the New Mail button in the inbox window or by
pressing Ctrl-N) and how the message is sent (activating the Send button). With this
information, the audio dialogs can handle all the gritty details of driving the OE message
window and interacting with the user.
As evidenced in the example above, creating pattern descriptions does require some
human effort and creativity. The workload associated with creating pattern descriptions
is the cost paid to produce semantically rich audio displays by adaptation. But writing
high level patterns descriptions is easy compared to writing the low level, procedural scripts
required by some screen readers (e.g. JAWS). Likewise, the amount of labor required
to create pattern descriptions is likely dwarfed by the amount of work needed to create
dedicated audio applications from scratch. Furthermore, although it is probably beyond
the scope of this dissertation, pattern description creation could be facilitated by a wizard
that watches how a user interacts with a target application, learns what components and
interactions are important, and generates most of the pattern description automatically.

4.5

Audio display generation

The final necessary component in the semantic adaptation approach is the system responsible for managing the interaction between a user and a GUI application through an audio
display. The Clique system, named for the group conversation metaphor, should fulfill this
requirement (Figure 5). As proposed, the system would rely on a collection of pattern descriptions for GUI programs created by third-party developers. A user could elect to run
any of the supported programs and switch among them using the audio display provided
by Clique. Likewise, within each program, a user could choose to start, pause, resume, or
stop a particular task by interacting with the audio dialog for that task. Behind the scenes,
Clique would be managing the interaction with the underlying applications by driving and
inspecting their GUIs using the connections and macros provided in the pattern description
file.

5

Methodology

Given the ideas presented above, I plan to design, develop, and evaluate a semantic adaptation system in order to validate my thesis. The sections below outline my proposed
approach.
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Figure 5: Overview of the Clique system.

5.1

Pattern collection

Name four, standard desktop applications to consider for adaptation.
I have chosen the following four programs to target in the design and evaluation of the
Clique system.
1. Microsoft Outlook Express email client
2. Winzip file utility
3. Mozilla Firefox web browser
4. Day by Day Professional calendar
I chose these particular applications because they represent a large cross-section of the
diverse population of desktop software available today. First, each program is produced by
a different developer, ranging from a large corporation to a single person. Second, two of
the applications are commercial products, another is an open source initiative, and the last
is a small shareware project. Third, the task domains covered by the programs are different
from one another. Fourth, the calendar application is designed specifically for screen reader
users while the others are geared toward sighted users.
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State the tasks commonly performed in each program with an eye toward how
they might be used cooperatively in the final user study.
I have identified a small, but interesting set of tasks supported by the target applications
(Table 3 on page 27). These tasks should provide ample room for evaluating Clique in the
final user study.
Program
Email

Task
Browse folders and messages

Read mail
Write mail, reply to mail

Web

Zip

Calendar

Attach files to messages
Save attached files
Enter URLs
Browse pages
Open archive
Browse archive
Add to archive
Extract file

Browse appointments

Create appointment
Search appointment

Interaction patterns
Linked browsing
- Tree browsing
- List browsing
- Plain text reading
Form browsing
- Text entry (x4)
Form fill
- Text entry (x4)
File browsing
File browsing
Form fill
- Text entry
Structured text reading
File browsing
List browsing
File browsing
Form fill
- Linked browsing
— History text entry
— Tree browsing
- Question and answer (x4)
Linked browsing
- List browsing (x2)
- Plain text reading
Form fill
- Text entry
Query response
- Text entry
- Linked browsing
— List browsing (x2)

Table 3: The four target applications, a set of tasks spanning the applications, and the
interaction patterns that support those tasks. Some patterns are composed of the indented
patterns below them.

Identify the interaction patterns supporting each task.
I have created a small pattern language to classify the tasks above in terms of interactions.
In accordance with the community standard “rule of three,” each pattern was identified in
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at least two non-target applications in addition to one of the target applications. Table 3 on
page 27 lists the patterns associated with each task. Note that the table only lists patterns
that support the completion of a task without error. Patterns for notifying the user of
errors will also be identified and added to the language.

5.2

Dialog development

Create an audio dialog for each identified interaction pattern.
I have already built audio dialogs supporting the text entry and form fill patterns. These
dialogs were designed around the tasks they support, the group conversation metaphor, and
guidelines for audio display found in the research literature. I will develop dialogs for the
remaining interaction patterns in the same manner.

5.3

Formative evaluation

Study user understanding of the group conversation metaphor.
I am currently running a small user study aimed at evaluating user understanding of the
group conversation metaphor. In the study, three groups of sighted participants and three
groups of blind participants listen to pre-recorded interactions between a hypothetical user
and an audio display. The design of the audio display differs across groups with either (1)
an assistant mapped to each program, (2) an assistant mapped to information type, or (3)
a single assistant. After listening to each recording, users answer questions about what
happened in the recordings. At the end of the study, users fill out a perceived usefulness
and ease of use questionnaire [Dav89], try to name as many features about the recordings
as they can remember, and try to describe, in their own words, the model behind the audio
display (i.e. the number of assistants and the rules governing who said what and when).
Initial results for the sighted participants show that the three models do not affect user
performance in answering questions about the recordings. However, there appears to be a
significant difference in perceived ease of use (where the difference lies is not yet determined).
From a subjective standpoint, there also appears to be a difference between the ability of
users to describe the models in their own words. Only two out of five people were able to
identify the assistant per task model, while five out of six were able to describe the assistant
per information type model. In addition, one blind user in the single assistant group also
suggested, without prompting, a version of the assistant per information type model as an
improvement over the single assistant design he heard.
The results of this study have proved valuable in deciding on an initial design for the
audio user interface. A more thorough analysis at the conclusion of the study will likely
provide more guidance.
Observe user interaction with a human audio interface to a computer.
I plan to run another small study in order to observe how participants interact with an ideal
audio user interface—a human expert (i.e. me) controlling GUI applications. A participant
will be given a list of tasks she must complete by working with the expert user and without
looking at the screen. The dialog will be driven entirely by the participant who will request
information from the expert and instruct the expert to perform actions on the computer.
The expert will work as a passive intermediary between the user and computer.
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The questions participants ask the expert and the instructions they give him will say
much about what types of queries and commands the audio dialogs and the Clique system
as a whole should support.
Evaluate the audio dialogs informally.
Running a user study to thoroughly test each audio dialog is not feasible. Instead, I plan
to ask a few users to test out some of the key features of the more complex dialogs during
their development. Their subjective feedback will help pinpoint problem areas early in the
design of each dialog.

5.4

Description creation

Create pattern descriptions for the four target applications.
I have written a partial pattern description for Microsoft Outlook Express that enables
the task of writing new email. The description currently includes a FormFill audio dialog
composed of four TextEntry dialogs and the precondition and postcondition macros that
open the new email window in OE to start the form and trigger the send operation when
the form is complete.
As I develop the necessary audio dialogs, I will extend this pattern description and write
others to until all the target tasks listed in Table 3 on page 27 are supported.

5.5

System development

Develop the Clique system as a multitasking environment supporting audio
dialogs and the group conversation metaphor.
I have developed a first prototype capable of reading pattern descriptions, inspecting and
controlling GUI applications, and presenting the user with an audio display based on group
conversation. At present, the prototype can read the Outlook Express pattern description
described in the previous section and support the writing of new email. I will extend this
prototype to support the requirements of additional audio dialogs as needed.

5.6

Summative evaluation

Evaluate the usability of the four target applications through Clique versus
through JAWS.
The first part of my thesis states that users with visual impairments will have better access
to desktop applications using a system like Clique versus using a screen reader like JAWS.
I intend to give credit to this claim by comparing blind user performance and satisfaction
with the four target applications through both systems.
The study will follow a within groups design with all users interacting with JAWS and
Clique. All recruited users will be experts in using JAWS, but not necessarily familiar
with the target applications. The study will be spread over four sessions, the first three of
which will be considered training and the last the actual experiment. The sessions will be
structured as follows:
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1. Practice: The participant will be introduced to Clique by working with the researcher
to complete practice tasks that cover all the features of the target programs. The
participant will complete the same tasks using JAWS.
2. Practice: The participant will complete the same exercises as in the first session using
both Clique and JAWS. This time, the researcher will be available for help, but will
not actively guide the user.
3. Practice: The participant will complete multitasking exercises that require the use
of all four target programs in concert. The exercises will be performed through both
Clique and JAWS. Again, the researcher will be available for help, but will not actively
guide the user.
4. Experiment: The participant will complete as many tasks as possible involving the
four target applications in thirty minutes. The researcher will instruct the user to
start by checking his or her email. The emails the user receives will contain additional
instructions. For instance, a first email might ask the user to visit a web page, locate
a zip file, download the zip file, extract one file from the zip, and attach that file to
a reply. Another email might ask the user to look for the date and time of an event
on the Web and to schedule it in the calendar program. Participants will complete
two sets of tasks, one using Clique and one using JAWS. The researcher will not be
available for assistance.
At the beginning of the experimental session, I will assume that all users are experts
in using JAWS and Clique to access the target applications. Under this assumption, I
hypothesize the following:
 Participants will be more productive and complete more tasks in a fixed amount of
time with Clique than with JAWS.
 Participants will be more accurate and make fewer errors when using Clique than
when using JAWS.
 Participants will be more aware of events and take less time to recover from errors
using Clique versus using JAWS.
 Participants will be more satisfied and rate Clique as more useful and easier to use
than JAWS on concluding a questionnaire.

To test these hypotheses, I plan to compare the number of tasks completed, the time
spent on each task, the number of mistakes or sidetracks, and the time to task resumption
after a mistake or sidetracks for the Clique versus the JAWS conditions. I also intend to
compare user ratings of Clique and JAWS on Davis’ Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use
questionnaire [Dav89].
There is a distinct possibility that I will be unable to recruit enough blind users, and my
tests will have insufficient statistical power to show a difference between Clique and JAWS.
In this situation, I will resort to a descriptive analysis of the available data.
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Evaluate the usability of the four target applications through Clique versus
through their original GUIs in an eyes-busy environment.
The second half of my thesis states that sighted users engaged in visually taxing tasks will
have better access to applications through audio displays generated by Clique than through
their original visual user interfaces. I plan to test this claim by having users interact with the
four target applications while performing a separate visual monitoring and control (M/C)
task.
The M/C task will require users to drive a train from a top-down view in a computer
simulation. The user will be required to adjust the speed of the train to avoid traveling
dangerously fast around curves and to avoid running into other trains ahead or behind on
the track. The user will control the speed using a simple foot pedal device, leaving the
hands free to interact with the target applications. Of course, it would be desirable to test
Clique in situ— for instance, while a user is really walking around campus. But problems
like the variation in foot traffic across trials, the effect of an unfamiliar input device (e.g.
one handed keyboard) on user performance, and the danger associated with trying to use
a visual interface while walking make a simulation a more attractive testbed.
The study will follow a within groups design with all users interacting with both Clique
and the original GUI interfaces while performing the M/C task. No experience with the
programs will be assumed when users are recruited. The study will be spread over five
sessions, the first four of which will be considered training and the last the actual experiment.
The sessions will be structured as follows:
1. Practice: The participant will be introduced to Clique by working with the researcher
to complete practice tasks that cover all the features of the target programs. The
participant will complete the same tasks using the application GUIs. The participant
will also practice driving the simulated train without distraction.
2. Practice: The participant will complete the same exercises as in the first session using
both Clique and the original GUIs. The participant will again practice driving the
train without distraction. This time, the researcher will be available for help, but will
not actively guide the user.
3. Practice: The participant will complete multitasking exercises that require the use
of all four target programs in concert. The exercises will be performed through both
Clique and the GUIs. The participant will practice driving the train for the last time
without distraction. Again, the researcher will be available for help, but will not
actively guide the user.
4. Practice: The participant will complete the same multitasking exercises as in the
previous session, but this time while driving the train. The exercises will be performed
using both Clique and the GUIs. The researcher will act as a passive source of help.
5. Experiment: The participant will attempt to complete as many tasks as possible
involving the four target applications in thirty minutes while driving the train. The
tasks will be the same as those found in the experiment with blind participants.
All users will complete two sets of tasks, one using Clique and the other using the
application GUIs. The researcher will not assist the user.
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At the beginning of the experimental session, I will assume that all users are experts
in using the application GUIs, Clique, and the train simulation. Under this assumption, I
hypothesize the following:
 Participants will be more productive and complete more tasks in a fixed amount of
time with Clique than with the GUIs.
 Participants will be more accurate in the target applications and make fewer errors
when using Clique than when using the GUIs.
 Participants will be more attentive in the driving task and cause fewer accidents when
using Clique than when using the GUIs.
 Participants will be less exhausted and rate the workload of driving while using Clique
lower than driving while using the GUIs.

I intend to compare the number of completed computing tasks, the time spent on each
computing task, the amount of dead time during the computing tasks, the number of
mistakes or sidetracks made in the computing tasks, and the number of mistakes made in
the driving task for the Clique versus GUI conditions. I also intend to compare subjective
user ratings of workload using the NASA Task Load Index [HS88].

5.7

Contributions

The successful completion of this dissertation will offer a number of contributions to computer science.
1. Semantic adaptation: A method of refitting GUI applications with more usable audio
displays than those produced by current screen readers
2. Interaction patterns: A medium independent way of identifying software features for
adaptation
3. Audio dialogs: A library of audio display components developers can use and extend
to adapt other applications
4. Group conversation: A metaphor for audio displays based on knowledge of humanhuman conversation and human audition
5. Clique: A system for generating, managing, and presenting audio displays for GUI
applications
6. Usability evaluation: A comparison of Clique against existing screen readers for users
with visual impairments and against graphical user interfaces for sighted users in
eyes-busy environments

5.8

Schedule

To complete this dissertation in a timely manner, I plan to stick to the rough schedule
shown in Figure 4 on page 28.
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Semester
Spring 2004

Research Milestones
Start literature review

Summer 2004

Finish literature review
Build recordings
Start recordings evaluation
Finish recordings evaluation
Build Clique prototype
Start pattern descriptions
Extend Clique prototype
Continue pattern descriptions
Start formative evaluation
Extend Clique prototype
Continue pattern descriptions
Continue formative evaluation
Finish Clique prototype
Finish pattern descriptions
Finish formative evaluation
Build final evaluation tools
Start final evaluation
Finish final evaluation
Breathing room

Fall 2004

Spring 2005

Summer 2005

Fall 2005

Spring 2006
Summer 2006
Fall 2006

Degree Milestones
Find three committee members
Start proposal
Draft course plan
Find two committee members

Proposal approved

Oral exam

Teach a course

Defend

Table 4: Proposed schedule of dissertation milestones

6

Assumptions

In this proposal, I have made two major assumptions that should be made explicit:
1. The improved usability of an audio display produced by semantic adaptation is worth
the increase in human effort over that required by automatic screen reading solutions.
2. Support for runtime inspection and control of GUI applications is available and improving.
The first is a consequence of exploring what lies between the two extremes of dedication
and adaptation. I simply wish to see how well the usability of an audio display can be
improved by requiring some human intervention, but not so much as developing an audio
application from scratch.
The second is based on observations of where windowing platforms are headed. As
mentioned earlier, many windowing systems (Windows, Gnome, KDE, MacOS) already
have libraries supporting user interface automation, or the programmatic inspection and
control of widgets on the screen. Unfortunately, programs that use home-grown controls
and fail to follow guidelines for making them accessible, cannot be seen by these libraries.
At present, this observability problem limits the number of applications any adaptation
system can make accessible in audio.
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In their next operating system, codenamed Longhorn, Microsoft is looking to resolve
this problem with their replacement for MSAA, aptly called User Interface Automation
(UIA). UIA promises to support the automation of the standard controls already supported
by MSAA, the new vector-based graphical user interfaces promised in Longhorn, and some
currently inaccessible custom controls through special proxy objects. In addition, the preliminary documentation for UIA shows that it exposes information about controls through
abstract presentation patterns like MultipleViewPattern, RangeValuePattern, TextPattern,
and TablePattern.
Microsoft is already urging developers to make their applications compliant with UIA,
not only to improve accessibility, but also to automate GUI testing—a process performed
manually by human operators at present. This dual-benefit is likely to increase the number
of applications that can be inspected and controlled programmatically on Windows. Considering that other platforms mimicked MSAA when it was first released, and will likely do
the same with UIA, improvements on non-Windows platforms can be expected as well.
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